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i. oe Motu pendulorum 4:48 

2. cabinet de curiosites 1 4:58 3. c:abinet de curiosites 2 3:54 

4. Nekyomanteia 5:29 5. sonnenstiirme 9:21 

6. Towards The Abyss 9:16 7. cjlissernent d’Aine 9:43 

8. noma Barocca 6:58 9. Ascension 6:22 ! 5 
10. Mapping The earth 4:53 
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The Mundus project has been a challenge for me in many records, first, the 

man himself, Athanasius nircher, u/as not only crazy, but also, lilie myself* Austrian 

| a combination which seems to hove prevailed through the centuries... second, 

this was the first time i was involved in a Lightwave project from be^innin^ to 

end, contributing in one form or another to all tracks on the album, our common 

<^oal was to make the newt step after tycho brahe (fathom HSUO44), to take this 

style to another level, both musically and in terms of production, we’ve ended 

| up usin<j a lot more musique concrete elements than originally planned, a fact 

that<£oes well with my picture of i.i^htwave as part of a distinct french traditic 

(with a slight Austro-Hungarian twist). 1 wish you a pleasant flio-ht. 

— paul Haslin^er 

since the release of “Tycho Brahe (fathom 11811044-2),” we have received an 

unusual amount of attention from radio programmers and electronic music fans 

in the us and abroad, we would like to thank everybody who has had the ^uts to 

play and promote music that doesn’t fit a precise category, but rather tries to 

push the envelope of electronic and contemporary music, we’ve been called 

stubborn, but it’s ^ood to be amongst friends, we salute you ! 



LIGHTWAVE 

christoph Harbonnier: electronics s sound design, paul naslin^er: electronics s sound 

design, Christian wittman: electronics s sound design, special <juest appearance: jacques 

Dereqfnaucourt: electronics, violin, Alto, voice. Additional ^uest appearances: charlie 

campa^na: guitars s Loops. 

Basic tracks recorded january-july 1994 at ees Nouvelles Musiques electroniques, Montreuil, 

France, engineering: christoph Harbonnier. Additional tracks recorded by paul Haslin^er 

at The Assembly Room, los Angeles, March-December 1994. Album produced and mined by 

paul Haslin^er, assisted by Christian wittman at the Assembly Room, west Hollywood, 

january-May 1995. 

Art Direction: Stephen Hill and a cast of thousands. Design and ima^e Rolfin^: Ren Ray, 

san rrancisco. computer images: Roy Montibon, von Mundi/Los Angeles, from his “Modulus” 

series. 

Thanks to: Hector zazou, petra gehrmann, Michel geiss for support, jmj for equipment 

loan, Leyla and Stephen for their creative input and for brin<jin<j our musical vision to the 

real world, a1 Evers for not forcing us to <jo Top-40, everybody at Hearts of space for their 

work, eeate for calmness and support, Roy Montibon for “mapping the earth,” Jacques 

Dere^naucourt for playing live with us during the Montreuil studio sessions, Frank Lilin and 

Denis streibi^, road and sta^e technicians. 

Technological thanks to:* Mackie Designs (james Fowler, Diane gershuny), Steinberg 

germany & us (russ james, Manfred Ruerupp), osc (Thomas Dimuzio), emu systems (Kevin 

Monahan, Rob Faulkner, Valerie sinnot), ema<jic (Mikail graham), Roland (jim Norman), Don 

Hannah, Marcus Ryle. *(don’t ^et us wron^: we hate you, when things do not work...) 

Mastered by Bob ohlsson and Stephen Hill at Hearts of space studio, san Francisco, with 

waves dsp software, Thiel monitors, and wireworld cables. The Assembly Room crew: Lee 

Bartolomei, Mitch zelezny. publishing worldwide by editions Metisse Music/sARL and space 

paradi<rm/BMi 

©® 1995 by Hearts of space, p.o. boh 31321, san Francisco, ca 94131 usa. 

Fathom Division/Hearts of space • sounding the Deep with dark ambient soundscapes 

and innerspace journeys for psychosonic adventurers since 1993. 

For cgfree catalog of current releases, please write to fathom po boh 31321, san Francisco, 

ca 94131 or fax 415-759-1 ibf>. email hos@dios.com • world wide web uri. http://www.hos.com 



athanasius kircher (1602-1680) is one of the leading characters in the science and 

the spirituality of early-modern baroque Europe. He was a Jesuit and lived in Home. 

A scholar with an encyclopedic curiosity, he was deeply involved in research in various 

fields such as natural and occult sciences, archaeoloiogy, ancient philosophy and 

oriental studies. He wrote many learned hooks, mixing together scholarly and mystical 

trends. 

He was interested in the archeology of forgotten knowledge, hidden in Italian 

libraries, in collecting strange stones, geological curiosities, archaeological pieces from 

ancient Egypt and the Roman world: these collections were one of the most famous 

Wunderkammer/Cabinet de euriosites in svn c. Rome, and still exist at the Museo 

Kireheriano in Rome. 

During his entire life, Kircher focused on some essential topics: understanding the 

phenomena of nature and the laws of universal harmony, deciphering hieroglyphic 

Egyptian writing ami recovering the lost wisdom of Hermes Trismegistus. He tlrew 

and engraved all the plates of his books, and these drawings display strange esoteric 

visions, where all the philosophical and religious traditions melt together. 

mundus subterbaneus is the most spectacular of Kircher’s books. Sailing to Italy 

in 1637, he witnessed an eruption of Aetna and Stromboll. He decided to investigate 

further the geological phenomena of volcanoes: not only did he climb Vesuvius, but 

he lowered himself into the crater of the volcano for a closer look. 

mundus subterraneus was published 28 years later in 1665, as a book of 8(H) pages, 

full of strange and beautiful engravings and odd theories about geophysics, earthquakes 

and volcanoes. 

As a follow-up to the ethereal sky of ncuo braid , lightwave has decided to 

explore this baroque vision of the underworld and this bold intellectual endeavour 

to understand the energies and unpredictable motions from the heart of the earth. 

Kircher’s fantastic geology creates a world of Illusion and simulacra, a perfect 

example of baroque aesthetics: forms, shades, bizarre natural shapes, odd singularities. 

Lightwave’s mundus subterraneus is a musical journey among rocks and mineral 

grottoes, as well as through the interplay of elements - fire, air, water and earth. The 

music alternates vertiginous panoramas into the bottomless abysses of volcanoes and 

microscopic visions of the irregular surface of stones, ft' 
mundus subterraneus is definitely music from the dark and the deep side of the 

earth. 

— Christian wittman 

The Net of the unknown 

Monde des ombres, mondes des morts et des apparitions, oil s’ouvrent de wastes cothedrales 

minerales traversees par d’inquietants echos. 

“und siehe da, sowohl Kircher wie sein schuler schott entwerfen mechanische Drehor^eln, 

Mechanismen mit Lochstreifen, computer avant la lettre. fundiert auf binarer Lo<jik. 

Kabbala, an^ewandt auf die moderne Mechanik.” 

—umberto eco: Das roucaultsche pendel, p.557 
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inventaire des pierces, des cristaun, des demons et des fossiles, que l’on ali^nait dans les 

“cabinets de euriosites.” 

“Kircher also took up the theme of universal harmony, especially in the Musur^ia universalis, 

it contains passages on the harmony of sounj|s and colors, on the correspondence between 

microcosm and macrocosm and so on. Here a$Bjswhere, Kircher favored images that appeal 

to the imaaKation...” 

—remand Hallyn: The poeticwtticture of rhe world, p.250 M 

Arret du regard sur le y|pin d’une pierce, le jeu d’un reflet, (’illusion d’une forme. 
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